Introduction
Surgery for lumbar disc degeneration has been shown to yield poor results in 10 to 45% of the patients. Evidence-based clinical tools for preoperative risk estimation would be very important to identify the "at-risk" patients. Several factors referring on the patients' symptoms, psychosocial issues, and medical history were previously published as significant individual risk factors on outcome, but there is low number of reports on integrative models with advanced statistics. The aim of this study was to identify significant outcome predictors and clinically different subgroups in patients surgically treated because of lumbar degenerative disc disease.
Patients and Methods
A total of 750 consecutive patients indicated for one-or two-level lumbar decompression/microdiscectomy or fusion surgery (TLIF) were recruited into the study. Patients with previous lumbar surgery or nondisc degeneration-related phenotype were not included into the analysis. Patients completed a questionnaire booklet containing the Oswestry disability index (ODI), visual analogue scales on low back (LBP), and leg pain (LP), Zung depression scale (ZDS), and the Modified Somatic Perception Questionnaire (MSPQ) before the surgery and 2 years after the surgery. Five-point Likert scale on self-reported outcome of the surgery was classified into two categories ("good" and "poor" outcome) and effect of preoperative parameters on that was determined applying uni-and multivariate logistic regression models. Two-step agglomerative cluster analysis was used to determine the best fit cluster structure of the cohort entering the significant outcome predictors into the model. Multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) and Fischer test were used to analyze the clinical clusters and their canonical discriminant functions. Chi-square tests were applied to investigate the clinical outcome in the different clusters.
Results
Four different preoperative parameters; number of spinal levels treated, severity of low back pain, duration of pain, and distress (calculated from ZDS and MSPQ scores) were proved to be significant predictors on surgical outcome in the final multivariate regression model (p < 0.001). The four parameters identified four different subgroups in patients with good cluster quality. Clinical outcome was significantly different in the four preoperative patient-clusters (poor outcome in 5.1, 12.4, 20.9, and 25.6% of subjects, chi-square = 29.3, df = 3, p < 0.001).
Conclusion
Preoperative parameters of the patients with lumbar disc degeneration have got significant influence on the midterm surgical outcome. Outcome predictors determine different patient clusters with different risk for poor outcome. Advanced statistical approaches are advised to use in the future for patient stratification and risk estimation.
